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Editorial

Markets witnessed new highs in the month of May reflecting the positive outcome of elections and mandate for a
strong government. Both the major indices Nifty and Sensex were up by 1.69% and 1.89% respectively. Among
sectors - Bankex, Capital goods and realty indices saw the maximum gains as an outcome of positive sentiments.
Gsec yields rallied 0.36% for the month of May closing at 7.03 levels. Credit worries continued to dampen the mood of
the market, and debt funds saw redemption pressure due to DHFL default. The rate cut and change in policy stance
from RBI did not have much of impact on medium and long term yields.
In the cover story part, we have discussed about the best investment options available for investors, in the current
scenario of post elections and the build up on budget expectations..
Happy Investing!!
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EQUITY MARKET UPDATE

Indian equity markets performed strongly, driven
by the outcome of election results, FII flows, drop
in crude prices and the fall in the US treasury
yields. Mid and small cap indices registered strong
gains favouring the positive outcome of elections.
Sectoral indices performance was mixed with
banks, capital goods, oil & gas and gave positive
returns, While Auto, FMCG, Metals and Power were
underperformers.

Global equity markets ended on a weak note, where
all major markets like US, Europe and major Asian
markets delivered significant negative returns
for the month. This was primarily on account of
escalation of trade war tensions between US and
China and counter move reactions from both the
countries.

Please find below the performance of key domestic and global indices:
FII’s continued the buying momentum in May with
inflows of USD 1.2bn; taking YTD total to USD
11bn. Domestic investors bought shares worth USD
705mn after three months of continued selling.
Domestic mutual funds turned buyers with inflows
of USD 735mn and Insurance companies were
sellers to the extent of USD 30mn in the month of
May. DII outflows were at USD 1.7bn YTD.
IIP for the month of April surged to 6 month
high as growth in industrial activity expanded by
3.4%. while retail inflation accelerated to 3.05%.
Consumer durables and non durables witnessed a
reasonable growth of 2.4% and 5.2% respectively.
GDP growth for 4QFY19 stood at 5.8% which was
lower than street estimates, taking annual number
for FY19 to 6.8% vs 7.2% in FY18.
CPI for May rose to 3.05% due to higher inflation
in vegetables, sugars and pulses that was broadly
offset by cooling in ~72% of the CPI basket. Core
inflation continued to 4.3% in May 2019 (lowest
since July 17). WPI inflation slipped to 2.45% due
to lower inflation in all indices (fuel and power,
manufactured products and primary products).
Trade deficit for the month of May stood at USD
15.36bn. Exports registered a growth of 3.9% YoY
against import growth of 4.3%.
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OUTLOOK AND
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
With the incumbent government coming back to power, we expect the focus will be on manufacturing,
infrastructure, investment cycle, inflation stability, continuation of reforms in medium term, improvement
in corporate earnings. The key challenges that need to be addressed are current slowdown, creating jobs,
vulnerability to oil and supportive environment for wealth creation.
In this scenario, investors can look to building a quality long term portfolio. We suggest adding weightage
to mid and small cap biased funds to create wealth over long term.

FIXED INCOME UPDATE

Indian markets cheered the strong mandate to
the incumbent BJP led NDA government and was
reflecting in bond markets as well where Gsec
yields ended at 7.03% rallied by 38 bps. Short term
1-year bond ended 30 bps lower at 6.30% and in
corporate bond segment, yields fell across the yield
curve over the month. The 10 year AAA bond yield
ended 40 bps lower at 8%, while short term 1 year
AAA bond yield ended 70 bps down at 7.60%. The
spread between 1 year and 10 years AAA bond
widened. Within the short term segment, yield on
3-month commercial paper was down 100bps to
6.70% while 1 year CP yield was down 90bps at
7.60%.
The MPC voted unanimously in favour of 25 bps
rate cut to 5.75% and also for change in policy
stance to ‘accommodative’ from ‘neutral’. The
other measures announced by RBI includes the
reduction of minimum leverage ratio required to be
maintained by banks from 4.5% to 4% for domestic

systematically important banks and 3.5% for other
banks. (Leverage ratio is the ratio between bank’s
Tier I capital to its total assets).
RBI increased the inflation projections for H1 FY20
to 3.0-3.1% and reduced for H2 FY20 to 3.4-3.7%
(from 2.9-3.0% in H1FY20 and 3.5-3.8% in H2
FY20). The upward revision is due to broad based
increase in food prices.
Growth outlook was also revised lower to 7.0%
for FY20 with 6.4-6.7% in H1FY20 and 7.2-7.5% in
H2FY20 as against earlier estimate of 6.8-7.1% in
H1 and 7.3-7.4% in H1 and 7.3-7.4% in H2 FY20.
There is slowdown in economic activity with lower
GDP growth led by decline in investment activity
and lower rural consumption.
Markets reacted positively after MPC with the
bond prices rallying further after rate cut was
announced, unlike earlier occasions where the
market saw profit booking.
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HOW TO INVEST IN TODAY’S MARKET?

With the much awaited election results, benchmark
indices reached record high, as Sensex crossed
40000 and Nifty above 12000 levels, cheering
the verdict of strong and stable government. It
ensures continuity in reforms, political stability and
predictable economic policies. Though the indices
ended lower than the record levels, it is only a
matter of time before these indices cross the levels.
Now the next dilemma in our mind will be to
whether invest in markets at these levels or should
we wait and invest once the consolidation in the
market. Also investors in debt funds would have
got sleepless nights due to frequent news about
degrade and default in various NBFC and HFC
companies. So we thought of sharing our views
on various factors to consider before investing in
these markets.
Although there is a lot of optimism in the market
post election results, markets will take pause and
take stock of fundamental factors like global
concerns, domestic slowdown, muted earnings,
NBFC crisis etc. As far as the global factors are
concerned like trade war, growth slowdown, there
is very little Indian investors can do in this regard.
These global factors will continue have effects in
emerging markets and FIIs allocation to global

markets also will change accordingly. In a way we
can expect allocation from global funds to increase
because of political stability and continuation in
economic reforms.
Back home, there are huge expectations from
the new government and the steps it must take
to bring back the troubled economy. Experts feel
that the governments second term in office will
be more challenging as the economy is reeling
under consumption slowdown, NBFC liquidity
crisis and lower terms of trade in agriculture
sector. Consumption engine which is the pillar
of economy is slowing down and there is muted
demand in consumer durables like air conditioners,
refrigerators and passenger vehicles. The rural
economy is also in distress and a poor monsoon
may affect the rural economy. A normal monsoon
can see pick up in corporate earnings from Jul-Sep
quarter onwards.
In this scenario, investors who have adequate
exposure to equities are likely to benefit in the
coming months, however investors should be
cautious and should not go overboard on equity
because of the recent rally. We suggest investors
to stick to their financial plans and choose either
STP or SIP route to have gradual increase in equity
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exposure if the allocation is lesser than the desired
levels. Since the markets are getting matured, it is
reasonable to have lower returns comparable to
those of other developed markets.
As far as sectors are concerned, we expect the
thrust to continue in Infrastructure sector and
the action on Agriculture is expected to put more
money in the rural economy, which could revive the
consumption growth. We also expect the consumer
discretionary sector to do well in the coming 3-4
years. Apart from this banks and capital goods
companies will be the main beneficiary of this
development. In the medium term we expect the
capex cycle to start and earnings to accelerate.
We feel in the coming months ahead, mid cap
segment is expected to give more returns. In this
regard, one should not invest broadly in mid cap
index, rather should look at investing in sector
and stock specific ideas. After the recent market
correction in mid caps, several good mid caps are

trading at huge discount which can be considered
for investment. As far as small cap is concerned,
experts feel it s not still time for bottom fishing
and go for relatively known brands and stable
balance sheets.
Coming to debt markets, we suggest having 7080% of the core portfolio in quality AAA rated
short duration funds and the balance in accrual
style credit funds to get the extra alpha to the
portfolio. We feel the coming months to be very
favourable to bond market, with the interest rates
falling; steps taken by the central bank to improve
liquidity are favourable to the market.
Overall we suggest to have increased mid cap
exposure in equity funds and a good quality
portfolio in debt funds. However the investments
should be done keeping in mind the individuals
risk appetite and asset allocation pattern according
to his financial needs.

LEARN A TERM

With the Union Budget due to be rolled out on
5th July 2019, familiarizing ourselves with these
jargons can help us make better sense of the targets
set and ultimately helps make wiser investment
decisions.
Current Account Deficit (CAD): Current Account
Deficit is a measurement of a country’s trade where
the value of the goods and services it imports
exceeds the value of the products it exports.
Fiscal Deficit: A fiscal deficit occurs when a
government’s total expenditures exceed the
revenue that it generates, excluding money
from borrowings. It is an indication of the total
borrowings needed by the government. Fiscal
deficit takes place either due to revenue deficit

or a major hike in capital expenditure. Capital
expenditure is incurred to create long-term assets
such as factories, buildings and other development.
GDP (real): Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a broad
measurement of a nation’s overall economic activity.
GDP is the monetary value of all the finished goods
and services produced within a country’s borders
in a specific time period. Real GDP is a measure of
a country’s total economic output that is adjusted
for price changes. Real GDP makes comparing of
GDP in different years more meaningful, because it
allows comparisons of the actual volume of goods
and services without inflation (assuming constant
prices).
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